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Lung-related diseases are the third-leading cause of human
death throughout the world. Lethal lung diseases such as
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), pulmonary
fibrosis and bronchiectasis are characterized by irreversible,
progressive damage of the lung tissue. The ability to
regenerate human lung tissue, if successful, would consti-
tute a breakthrough in modern medicine. Despite years of
research, however, currently there is no effective strategy to
regenerate lost bronchioles or alveoli in humans. Stem cell-
based regenerative medicine holds great potential for com-
bating tissue damage in lung diseases and other disorders by
providing unlimited materials for transplant (Liu et al., 2012;
Liu et al., 2014; Wu and Izpisua Belmonte, 2016; Shi et al.,
2017; Yang et al., 2017). Induced pluripotent stem cells
(iPSCs) could be the source of cells for autologous trans-
plantation. iPSC has been successfully differentiated to
alveolar and airway lineage (Huang et al., 2014; McCauley
et al., 2017). It remains unknown however, whether these
iPSC-derivatives can form lung tissue in vivo, and/or func-
tionally contribute to gas-blood air exchange. In addition,
undifferentiated iPSCs in the differentiation culture generate
safety concerns. On the other hand, somatic stem cells or
progenitors—if can be identified, isolated and expanded—
could offer abetter andsafer choice for regenerativemedicine.

Different types of lung stem/progenitor cells have been
identified and extensively studied in rodents (Hogan et al.,
2014; Vaughan et al., 2015; Zuo et al., 2015). To date,
however, human lung stem/progenitor cells remain elusive
(Kajstura et al., 2011). Given the vast differences between
human and mouse in the development, tissue architecture

(e.g., lobulation and branching pattern) and cell composition
of the respiratory system, existing information in the rodents
may not be directly translated into humans. Therefore,
additional efforts are needed to identify and characterize
human lung stem/progenitor cells.

In this issue of Protein & Cell, Ma et al. identified a pre-
viously unknown population of adult human lung stem cells,
which were successfully used for generating functional
human lung air exchanging units following their transplan-
tation to a mouse model and also in a pilot human clinical
trial (Ma et al. 2018).

The putative adult human lung stem cells discovered by Ma
et al. are located to the bottom of rugae in 2–4 order airway
and could be distinguished from airway basal cells (BCs) by
SOX9 expression. SOX9 is a known marker for embryonic
lung progenitor cells and also stem/progenitor cells of other
tissues such as liver and gut. Interestingly, in gut the SOX9+
progenitors reside in the crypt, an invaginated structure similar
to the airway rugae. From a trace amount of bronchoscopic
brush-off lung tissues, the authors isolated SOX9+ BCs and
expanded them in vitro for a long time. Clonally derived SOX9
+ BCs were carefully characterized and then transplanted into
injured mouse lung. Following transplantation, SOX9+ BCs
could give rise to both human bronchiolar and alveolar
epithelium in vivo, demonstrating their generative potential. It
is worth noting that SOX9+ BCs could be easily isolated from
both normal and diseased patients by routine, bleeding-free
bronchoscopic brushing with a high success rate. Also the
culture method the authors developed to expand SOX9+ BCs
in vitro is pivotal for producing sufficient cells for
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transplantation. The culture method for adult the putative
human lung stem cells developed in this study has certain
advantage over the bronchiolar/alveolar organoid culture
method reported previously (Nichane et al., 2017), in that it
enables the production of a large number of relatively pure
population of cells from as few as one single cell, which can
maintain their developmental potential even in a feeder-free
culture condition.

By transplanting the in vitro expanded cells into immune-
deficient mice, Ma et al. generated a chimeric lung with both
human and mouse tissues. The regenerated human alveoli
established intact vasculature system and were functional.
However, human type II alveoli cells were not generated,
which is likely due to the limited potency of the human cells
and/or species difference. More importantly, in this study, for
the first time the authors explored the clinical feasibility of
autologous SOX9+ BC transplantation to treat two patients
with bronchiectasis. The results showed recovery of patients’
pulmonary function and improvement of bronchi dilation on CT
over time. Although it is a very small sample size, the results of
this pilot trial are consistent with their observation in the mouse
model, and pave the road for a large-scale controlled clinical
study in the future. Interestingly, the authors also showed that
the anti-lung fibrosis drug Pirfenidone could boost stem cell
transplantation efficiency in a TGFβ-dependent manner, sug-
gesting the possible combination of traditional chemical pills
and stem cell transplantation for combating lung diseases.

Although Ma et al. established an applicable system for
human lung regeneration, there are still several issues
remain unsolved—for instance, whether the stem cell
transplantation therapy works well in treating other lung-re-
lated diseases, such as emphysema or idiopathic pulmonary
fibrosis, and the long term effect of stem cell transplantation
remains unexplored.

In summary, the identification and culture of human lung
stem/progenitor cells reported in this study hold great
potential for developing regenerative medicine therapy for
treating lung diseases. Considering chronic lung diseases
are life threatening with only palliative treatments available,
the significance of lung stem/progenitor cell-based trans-
plantation would be tremendous, which provides exciting
translational opportunities ahead.
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